We would be grateful if you could take a few minutes to provide us with your comments below. The role/vision for Saxonvale and the eight
principles are put forward as the basis for the next stage of the project. This will involve designing a development proposal for further public
consultation. At this next stage we will be showing plans and drawings for the proposed mixed-se development.
Name
Address

ROLE AND VISION
1.

Do you support the proposed role and
vision for the Saxonvale development?

Please add comments on each here. We have highlighted some points we are
particularly interested in getting your views on.
Y/N

PRINCIPLES
Do you support the following?
2.

Improve Saxonvale ‘street’
Enhance Saxonvale as a street by
reducing traffic and prioritising
pedestrians and cyclists to help integrate
the new development with the town
centre.

Y/N

Should we consider a new route through the site, via Garsdale, to the M&S car park/servicing
areas and making the central part of Saxonvale ‘street’ a pedestrian space? Y/N

3.

Space for Enterprise, Social and
Community Activity
Providing flexible spaces within buildings,
for commercial and other uses, that can
accommodate a range of activities as
needs emerge and change.

Y/N

Should this type of space be located on parts of the site closest to the town centre and to support
the important role of Silk Mill Studios and Gallery? Y/N

4.

Homes for a Variety of Needs and
Aspiration
A residential-led mixed scheme with new
homes of quality in mixed types, sizes
and tenures.

Y/N

Should we provide homes for a variety of needs – privately owned, shared ownership, rented and
for older people, smaller households and families? Y/N

5.

Creating Character and Identity
Using the topography, good quality
materials and elements of contemporary
design informed by local character to
create a sense of place and new views. .

Y/N

Should we retain the Western Warehouse (attached to the Silk Mill)? Y/N
If it is kept, what should the Western Warehouse be used for?

6.

Streets and Spaces for People
Emphasis on walking and cycling. A main
public space and secondary spaces all
connected.

Y/N

What types of public space should be provided and what sorts of activity should they cater for?

7.

Parking to Support the Town Centre
and Avoid Cluttered Streets
Replacement public parking, dual use of
spaces out of hours, conceal private
parking below buildings and in
courtyards.

Y/N

What are the main requirements when considering replacement of the Merchants Barton (on
Saxonvale ‘street’) public parking?

8.

Green Space and Nature
A riverside park, providing an amenity for
the community and a valuable ecological
habitat.

Y/N

Should the park have a natural character or be more formal?

9

Sustainable Use and Management of
Natural Resources
Good insulation and air-tightness to
minimise energy needs, Sustainable
Urban Drainage/landscaping, potential
renewable energy sources, re-use the
Western Warehouse and emphasis on
walking and cycling.

Y/N

PLEASE ADD ANY OTHER COMMENTS HERE

For details of how Nash will use your personal data, please ask to see a printed copy of our consultation privacy document at this event or visit
www.nashpartnership.com after the event. Acorn Property Group’s privacy document is available at www.saxonvaleredevelopment.org
Completed forms can be returned to the comment boxes at the consultation event or by email or post to: saxonvale@acornpg.org or Nash Partnership, 23a
Sydney Buildings, Bathwick, Bath BA2 6BZ
The comment form, together with the consultation display, is also available online at www.saxonvaleredevelopment.org

Please return your comments by 28 January 2019.
Thank You.

